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1. Introduction
With the advent of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the experimental investigation of TeV-
scale physics is now fully accessible. The stabilization of the electroweak scale requires new parti-
cles and interactions in the TeV range, and supersymmetry is one of the most compelling scenario
which achieves such a stabilization. It predicts the existence of "supersymmetric partners" for all
of the SM particles. The superpartners are expected to have masses of the order of a TeV.
The scalar-leptons are expected to be among the lightest supersymmetric particles and, in many
scenarios, they decay directly into their corresponding SM partners and the lightest supersymmetric
particle. The production of a slepton-pair should have quite simple signatures, for example, a
couple of energetic leptons plus missing energy.
Currently, complete next-to-leading order (NLO) calculations are available in SUSY-QCD for
the total slepton-pair production cross section [1], as well for the differential distributions [2].
Reducing the scale uncertainty by computing higher order terms in the perturbative expansion
is a task which quickly becomes challenging due to the number of different scales which enter
the problem. A good alternative, to improve the theoretical prediction, is to resort to threshold
resummation methods [3], which allows one to take into account the dominant contributions of the
higher order terms. Expressions for the resummed invariant mass distribution and total cross section
were obtained in Mellin moment space at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy in [2]. We extend
this result to next-to-next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNNLL) accuracy using soft-collinear
effective theory tecniques. In this work we summarize the results reported in [3].
2. Differential cross section
We consider the process
N1(P1)+N2(P2)→ γ∗,Z0∗+X → ˜l(p3), ˜l∗(p4)+X , (2.1)
where N1,N2 indicate two protons (LHC case) and X represents an inclusive hadronic final state.
The doubly-differential cross section in the invariant mass M2 and in the rapidity Y for the process
in Eq. (2.1) can be written as
d2σ
dM2dY =
piαemβ 3
˜l
3NcM2s ∑i j
∫
dx1dx2 ˜Ci j(x1,x2, sˆ,M,mq˜,mg˜,µ f ) fi/N1(x1,µ f ) f j/N2(x2,µ f ) , (2.2)
where fi/N are the parton distribution functions, ˜Ci j are the hard-scattering kernels, s (sˆ) is the
hadronic (partonic) center of mass energy squared and β
˜l =
√
1−4m2
˜l /M
2
. At NLO the sum
extends over the following channels: (i j) = (qq¯), (q¯q), (qg), (gq), (q¯g), (gq¯). We are interested
in the evaluation of the SUSY-QCD corrections near threshold, for this pourpose it is useful to
introduce the following quantities:
τ =
M2
s
, z =
M2
sˆ
=
τ
x1x2
, (2.3)
where sˆ = x1x2s. We define the partonic threshold as the region of the phase space where sˆ→M2
(z→ 1). In this regime the dynamics of the process is greatly simplified: the partonic center-of-
mass energy
√
sˆ is just enough to create a slepton-pair, and there is no phase space available for
2
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the emission of hard gluons or soft quarks. The cross section is dominated by the terms which
are singular in the z→ 1 limit, which correspond to the virtual corrections and the real emission
of soft gluons. After integrating over the rapidity and retaining only the contributions which are
singular in the threshold region, it is possible to write the invariant mass distribution of the process
in Eq. (2.1) as
dσ thresh
dM2 =
piαemβ 3
˜l
3NcM2s ∑q f
˜l
q
∫ 1
τ
dz
z
C(z,M,mq˜,mg˜,µ f ) ff (τ/z,µ f ) , (2.4)
where
f ˜lq =
[
e2q−
eq(g
q
L +g
q
R)g
˜l,Z
1−m2Z/M2
+
1
2
(gq2L +g
q2
R )g
˜l,Z2
(1−m2Z/M2)2
]
, (2.5)
and
ff (y,µ f ) =
∫ 1
y
dx
x
[ fq/N1(x,µ f ) fq¯/N2(y/x,µ f )+ (q↔ q¯)] , (2.6)
defines the parton luminosity function. The hard-scattering kernel C(z,M,mq˜,mg˜,µ f ) depends on
the invariant mass M, on the ratio z, as well on the masses of squarks and gluinos, mq˜, mg˜. By
using soft-collinear effective theory methods, it is possible to prove that, in the z → 1 limit, the
hard-scattering kernel factorize in the following way;
C(z,M,mq˜,mg˜,µ f ) = H(M,mq˜,mg˜,µ f )S(
√
sˆ(1− z),µ f ) . (2.7)
The hard function H is related to virtual corrections, while the soft function S originate from the real
emission of soft gluons. At n-th order in perturbation theory the soft function involve plus distribu-
tions of the form αns [lnm(1− z)/(1− z)]+, where m = 0, . . . ,2n−1. This needs to be resummed to
all orders. The resummation of these singular threshold logarithms can be accomplished by solving
renormalization-group equations for the hard and the soft function in the effective theory. To obtain
the best possible predictions we perform the resummation at NNNLL accuracy and then match the
result onto NLO calculation.
3. Phenomenology
In this section we show some numerical results for the resummed invariant mass distribution
and the total cross section for the LHC at 7 TeV center-of-mass energy. For a detailed discussion
we refer to [3]. The results for the invariant mass distribution shown in Fig. (1) have been obtained
by using MSTW2008 PDFs [4]. We consider the PDFs at the order which is appropriate for the
expansion in perturbation theory of the corresponding hard-scattering kernel, i.e. we consider LO
and NLO PDFs for the full LO and NLO distributions, NLO and NNLO PDFs for the matched NLL
and NLO+NNNLL distributions. As expected, the width of the NLO+NNNLL band, obtained
varying the hard, soft and the factorization scale between 0.5 and 2 times their default value is
significantly smaller than the band due to scale uncertainty in the (fixed order) NLO result.
We obtain the total cross section by integrating the invariant mass distribution. The numerical
results are reported in Table 1 (left) with the scales and the PDFs uncertainties. In Table 1 (right) is
shown the dependence of the total cross section from the sleptons masses. The resummation effect
3
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution for slepton-pair production. These plots are obtained for the following
choice of the supersymmetric masses: m
˜l = 180 GeV, mq˜ = 600 GeV and mg˜ = 750 GeV. In the left plots
we show the fixed order result at full LO (light band) and NLO (dark band); in the right plot we show
the matched result at NLL (light band) and NLO+NNNLL (dark band). The bands refer to the uncertainty
associated with the variation of the scales.
LHC (7 TeV)
σLO 8.01
+0.39
−0.36
+0.31
−0.34
σNLL 9.59
+1.20
−0.64
+0.41
−0.37
σNLO 10.56
+0.24
−0.22
+0.48
−0.43
σNNLL 10.39
+0.10
−0.14
+0.44
−0.34
σNLO+NNLL 10.63
+0.08
−0.13
+0.48
−0.37
σN3LL 10.56
+0.09
−0.08
+0.45
−0.34
σNLO+N3LL 10.81
+0.08
−0.06
+0.48
−0.37
Table 1: Total cross sections in fb. The first error refers to to the perturbative uncertainties associated with
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Table 1: Left: total cross sections in fb. The first error refers to the perturbative uncertainties associated with
scale variations, the second to PDF uncertainties. The factorization scale µ f is set equal to the invariant mass
M. Right: Cross section for slepton-pair production as a function of the slepton mass for mg˜ = 750 GeV and
mq˜ = 600 GeV. This plot refers to our best prediction NLO+NNNLL.
for the LHC gives an additional contribution of 3 % on the total cross section respect to the NLO,
bigger effects, of around 7 %, are found at the Tevatron [3].
In conclusion the threshold resummation has a relatively small effect on the cross sections, but
it reduces significantly the scale dependence of the predictions.
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